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This week we have taken new tasks.
Ilgın YARIMAĞAN
After the final design report we started working for our project demo. We divided Bellatrix into
parts and I worked on the print part. Basically I converted the drawing area of Bellatrix to a pdfa printable file format- which can be printed later. Finally we put all the parts together (drawing,
simulation, scripting and printing) added some GUI components.
After the demo we rescheduled our program and started to work for the implementation of our
project. We began by constructing our living schedule. In our living schedule we shared the
parts of our project again. This week I started working on one of my parts (file format) by
searching how to implement it in java, examining similar applications from Internet etc.
M. Ergin SEYFE
In this period, I worked with the detailed design report of our project and the demo. In demo, I
was responsible with the simulation part. I did the simulation of the gates. I worked with JHDL
libraries. Moreover, I created a data structure which was produced in design part and used in
simulation.
I will be responsible for all simulation tasks and operations which will use JHDL libraries in this
project group. I learned more about JHDL and well prepared for simulation parts of our project.
I will be responsible for all simulation tasks. Meanwhile, last week we prepared a group meeting
and I distributed the tasks that we will do this term.

Mehtap Ayfer PARLAK
In the first week we determined our living schedule with Ilgın. The we shared the remaining
parts of our project among us. Since my first part is to convert the Diglog format to our file
format and vice versa, I examined the Diglog file format.
I also made a research on Configuration Management Plan and examined reports of last years.
Emin ÖZCAN
Like all members of the team,first of all,i have done my part in demo of the project. My part was
drawing. To implement drawing classes in java,I used JGraph library. All drawing processes
was done by it. After that, this semester,we decided on the schedule and the sharing of works on
project. And finally, i have studied with our web-page.
Eren YILMAZ
Since the last report time, I worked in the final design report and demo of our project. In the
demo, I helped Emin in drawing gates and wires with JGraph. I also implemented the simple
scripting support.
Last week, we conducted a team meeting, and discussed this semester's plans of our team. In this
meeting, we are all given specialization tasks, and I was given the Jython library. The use of this
library will be in my responsibility.

